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“Circus is my emotional 
rock! With every drop, prop 
and silly frock it helps me 
unblock and unlock my 
happier self.” 
- Galway Community Circus member, aged 17
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TERMINOLOGY: 

Youth and Social Circus is a student-centred practice that employs 
circus arts as a method of engaging young people in developing their 
physical and creative potential, their social responsibility and their 
readiness skills. 

At Galway Community Circus Youth Circus refers to our membership-
based circus arts education programmes for children and young 
people which focus on the artistic, social and personal development 
of participants. Delivered in an out-of-school setting, our youth circus 
programme consists of regular classes, performance opportunities, 
masterclasses, exchanges, camps and outings. 

Social Circus can be thought of as an umbrella term for the use of 
circus arts in any caring, supportive or therapeutic setting. It uses 
circus as a tool to work with youth who are marginalised or at social 
or personal risk, to contribute to the personal and social development 
of the participants. At Galway Community Circus, our social circus 
programmes are delivered through collaborative partnerships with 
schools and youth and community organisations, often operating for 
short, or defined, periods of time.

Readiness refers to the development of skills which enable young 
people along their life journeys. These skills are resilience, confidence, 
mutual aid, creative problem-solving, well-being and happiness, self-
esteem, patience, leadership skills, improved social skills, personal 
health, teamwork, empathy, focus.

Krauss, Pittman & Johnson (2016) describe the development of 
readiness: “Making progress in areas where we struggle or thrive (and we 
all do both in our lives) requires the confidence that comes from feeling 
prepared to handle what comes next. This confidence is built over time, 
with repeated opportunities to try and sometimes fail, and to grow as a 
result.”(Ready by Design: The Science (and Art) of Youth Readiness).



1. INTRO
This strategic plan sets out Galway Community Circus’s 
aims and objectives for the years 2018–2020, so that our 
members, participants, audiences, partners, funders and 
supporters can join us on the next phase of our journey.

The strategic plan was developed over the course of 2017, involving our membership, board, 
staff and wider stakeholders. Creating this plan provided an opportunity to review our founding 
principles, reaffirm our vision and mission and assess how best to achieve our goals over the 
next three years. We have considered and sought to align our strategic priorities with those of 
the Arts Council strategy in Making Great Art Work (2015), the government’s draft framework 
policy Culture 2025, Creative Ireland’s Creative Youth plan (2017) and Better Outcomes Brighter 
Futures: The National Policy Framework for Children and Young People 2014–2020. We 
welcome the publication of Arts and Cultural Participation among Children and Young People: 
Insights from the Growing Up in Ireland Study (2016) and the rights-based framework of the 
Department of Children and Youth Affairs’ National Strategy on Children and Young People’s 
Participation in Decision Making 2015–2020.

Our work over the next three years will be outcomes focused. The objectives in this plan are aligned 
to the achievement of the outcomes identified in our Theory of Change and have been developed 
in the context of the current external environment and an analysis of GCC’s internal resources.

We would like to thank Social Innovation Fund Ireland and Mason Hayes and Curran for their 
mentorship and the grant-aid that enabled us to work closely with Susan Coughlan whose 
consulting and coaching practice supports collaborative leadership development and capacity 
building in the arts sector. We would also like to thank Eithne Verling, Veronica Coburn and 
Tara Durkin for their valuable and timely contributions to this plan. We are grateful to our 
members, staff team, artists, Board members and volunteers whose input and work in shaping 
this plan has been invaluable. 

We are thankful to our primary funding partners, the Arts Council, Galway City Council, 
Galway County Council, Erasmus+ and Galway 2020 European Capital of Culture, and all our 
programme funders and sponsors.

There are so many reasons to be proud of Galway Community Circus’s work to date, and I would 
like to thank each and every person who has been part of our journey so far. This strategy sets 
out an ambitious plan for the next three years as we continue to strive to realise our vision of a 
centre of excellence for youth and social circus in Ireland. Circus is the Art of Possibility and in 
this spirit we look forward to the next three years, excited about the future and eager to embrace 
the adventures ahead.

Ulla Hokkanen

Executive Creative Director
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“By turning you upside down, we teach you to stand on your own two 
feet. By dropping objects, we teach you to catch them. By having you 
walk all over someone, we teach you to take care of them. By having you 
clown around, we teach you to take yourself seriously.” 

- Robert Sugarman, Circus for Everyone: Circus Learning Around the World
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About Us
Galway Community Circus is Ireland’s flagship organisation for 
youth and social circus, located in the heart of Galway City with a 
local, national and international remit. Our aim is to advance the 
artistic, personal and social development of young people through 
circus arts. We are committed to creating an innovative and 
imaginative learning experience where all young people can realise 
their full potential. Through our groundbreaking programmes 
and high-quality productions, Galway Community Circus has 
proven itself to be a cradle of artistic excellence and educational 
innovation in Ireland, working with over 500 young people from 
diverse backgrounds every week.

Our vision is of a centre of excellence for youth and social 
circus in Ireland. We are home to a year-round youth circus 
school and deliver social circus programmes in formal and non-
formal education. We further the quality of the sector through 
professional development programmes for circus practitioners 
and participation in key international networks. Our productions 
give visibility and recognition for youth and social circus in 
Galway and beyond. 

Galway Community Circus develops creative capacities and 
skills in young people, helping them to be creative and inventive, 
to solve problems, to work collaboratively and experimentally 
and to think conceptually. As well as developing physical and 
creative potential, we also encourage social responsibility and 
deliver readiness skills in children and young people. Circus arts 
are a proven*, effective tool for fostering self-reliance among 
even the most hard-to-reach young people. Youth and social 
circus promotes physical and mental health and wellness, fosters 
a sense of belonging, encourages citizenship, empathy and 
socioeconomic integration and builds resilience.

Galway Community Circus fulfils a vital role in the development 
of the circus arts sector in Ireland. We create new and active 
audiences for the art form, provide employment and professional 
development for practitioners and provide a pathway and 
springboard for interested young people into a professional career 
in circus arts. Our projects and performances inspire, catalyse and 
advocate for youth and social circus in Ireland. 

As the Irish representative of the International Youth and Social 
Circus Network, Caravan, we work actively on a European level 
in the promotion of circus arts as a tool for personal, social and 
community development. Supported by Erasmus+ funding, we 
host European volunteers and international artists, take part in 
regular international youth circus exchanges and provide ongoing 
professional development opportunities for circus practitioners. 
Galway Community Circus is an international, multicultural 
community where diversity and differences are embraced and 
celebrated.

We provide a safe space where all young people can play, take 
risks – be brave! – and discover connections with each other 
and the world as creative, physical and social individuals. By 
empowering young people through circus arts, we give them 
agency. We pass on the unique values of the circus community. 
And we create long-lasting positive change.

*Evaluation of Program Quality and Social and Emotional Learning in American Youth Circus Organization Social Circus Programs, December 2017
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“I have seen the shiest, most introverted kids come 
into circus and over the days and years grow into 
confident, open young adults, with strong friendships 
and an evident sense of self-worth. Newfound talents, 
ambitions and hobbies for some people could only be 
a by-product of this wonderful place.” 
- Galway Community Circus member, aged 18 

Vision, Mission & Values
Vision: A centre of excellence for youth and social circus in Ireland.

Mission: To unlock personal and creative potential and deliver social inclusion for young people through circus arts.

Values: Circus is the Art of Possibility. Not just an art form, circus is a way of life. It’s a unique, hard-working community where  
everyone is welcome, diversity and difference are actively embraced and everyone is encouraged to dream. At Galway 
Community Circus we don’t just teach circus techniques, we impart the unique values of circus. These values guide and 
motivate the attitudes, behaviour and decision-making of members and artists, staff and volunteers alike.

At Galway Community Circus we...

• Provide HIGH-QUALITY arts experience in circus for all

• Foster a sense of BELONGING so that everyone feels welcome, safe, 
accepted and valued for who they are

• Work collaboratively, SUPPORT each other and celebrate one 
another’s success

• Create a culture of personal and collective RESPONSIBILITY, 
pursuit of excellence and resilience

• DREAM big, take risks and are not afraid to make mistakes

• Focus on positivity and POSSIBILITY

• CHALLENGE self-limiting thinking patterns and default behaviours

• Value individual and collective CREATIVITY

• Play, have FUN and remain curious

Artistic Policy 

Galway Community Circus aims to create 
work that is of equal social and artistic 
excellence. We believe it is important to 
involve our performers in projects which are 
entirely inclusive and where the process is 
safe and nurturing but also where the final 
product is of high artistic quality.

For us, artistic ambition translates to 
participatory processes, that allow each 
person to reach their potential, and 
innovative, artistically excellent work that 
engages with diverse audiences and a wide 
range of creative collaborators, showcasing 
circus as an exciting, accessible and 
meaningful art form.
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Theory of Change 

Balancing
Safe risk-taking

Focus
Courage

Acrobatics
Self-awareness

Adaptability
Empathy

Our Theory of Action

1. Ensure a safe, engaging, caring environment (Interactive Space of Care)

2. Provide high-quality youth-centered programmes, based on active and 
voluntary participation

3. Promote lifelong physical and emotional health through the creative and 
physical expression of circus arts

4. Actively reach out to the most vulnerable young people and reduce and/or 
remove barriers to their participation
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Juggling
Coordination
Persistence
Resilience

Clown
Play

Presence
Expression

Aerial
Trust

Responsibility
Self-care

Performance
Creativity

Confidence
Problem-solving

Active 
citizenship

Physical and 
mental well-being

Social 
inclusion+ +
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Why Review Strategy Now?
The past five years have been challenging and also extraordinarily successful for Galway Community Circus.  We are proud that our work 
supports the creative potential of every child, physical and mental well-being, safe risk-taking, resilience, social responsibility, empathy and 
cultural diversity. This is clearly working as we have grown over fourfold in the past five years and now have over 500 weekly participants 
with significant waiting lists for our youth circus programme. Some of our recent achievements include:

• Secured strategic funding from the Arts Council of Ireland in 2018 and 3-year 
strategic Erasmus+ funding for 2018-2020

• Received the Engage and Educate Award from Social Innovation Fund Ireland and 
Mason Hayes & Curran in 2017 for our circus arts in education programme

• Producing one of the nine anchor projects of Galway 2020 European Capital of 
Culture programme

• Established strong international partnerships and coordinated 12 successful 
European Erasmus+ funded projects

• Consistently increasing demand for new social circus partnerships

• Youth Circus performed at various venues and festivals in seven countries from the 
Mansion House to the London Roundhouse, from Macnas parade to the Baboró 
International Arts Festival for Children

The high level of demand for what we do shows that youth and social circus is an attractive proposition for Ireland. The active and healthy 
physical and mental well-being of all children is a key national outcome sought by Government in its policy framework Better Outcomes 
Brighter Future and requires initiatives that enable children to enjoy play, recreation, sport, arts, culture and nature. Creative Ireland’s 
strategy Creative Youth (2017) states the Government’s commitment to ensuring every child has practical access to tuition, experience 
and participation in music, drama, art and coding by 2022. Alongside this objective, the programme will focus on extending access to a 
broader range of creative activities – including circus arts – in both the formal and non-formal education sectors. In addition, the national 
and European policy context for education and work with young people is also highly aligned with the values and impact of our work.

The next three years 2018 – 2020 represent a major opportunity for Galway Community Circus to grow and develop to meet this demand, 
firmly secure our position as an important cultural organisation, not only in a local capacity but also in national and international contexts, 
and ultimately to change the landscape of youth and social circus, and circus arts, in Ireland. Over the next four years we are working with 
Galway City Council to relocate to new dedicated premises which will become the Centre for Youth and Social Circus in Ireland and with 
NUI Galway to develop a university level training course for youth and social circus educators.

With the support of existing and new funders we are in an excellent position to make the most of our achievements and to move forward 
in developing an integrated and sustainable model of excellence for youth and social circus practice that is unique in Ireland.

UN Convention on the Rights of the Child Article 31

1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to rest and leisure, to engage in play and recreational activities appropriate to 
the age of the child and to participate freely in cultural life and the arts.

2. States Parties shall respect and promote the right of the child to participate fully in cultural and artistic life and shall 
encourage the provision of appropriate and equal opportunities for cultural, artistic, recreational and leisure activity.
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Each of these four key programme areas forms a vital part of our programming model designed to 
ensure high-quality circus programmes for children and young people both now and in the future. Linked 
together, these four key aims comprise a big step on the way to achieving our vision of a centre of 
excellence for youth and social circus in Ireland. To achieve these key aims we have identified objectives 
and key actions 2018-2020 for each programme strand as well as more detailed annual objectives set in 
annual work plans for each year.

Over the next three years Galway Community Circus will focus on four key 
programme areas: Youth Circus, Social Circus, Art Form Development and 
‘Wires Crossed’. We have identified one key aim for each programme area: 

Youth Circus
Create pathways for young 
people to participate in circus 
arts at all levels in a way 
that is inclusive, artistically 
excellent and enhances 
participants’ sense of 
well-being

Art Form 
Development
Pursue excellence in youth 
and social circus in an Irish 
context, learning from international 
best practice models

Social Circus
Develop social circus 

partnerships which bring 
circus to marginalised 

young people and 
complement a coherent 

programming 
ecosystem

‘Wires Crossed’
Inspire, catalyse and 

advocate for youth and 
social circus in Ireland through 
partnership with Galway 2020

2. AIMS 
AND 
OBJECTIVES
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Galway Community Circus is the home of our youth circus programme, which is focused on delivering high-quality and diverse arts experiences in 
an out-of-school setting for young people aged 5 to 20 years. The programme runs year-round in our circus space in Galway City, offering pathways 
for our members to engage at all levels. It consists of weekly youth circus classes running for 30 weeks per year, masterclasses and intensive 
training courses, international exchanges, cross-art-form creative labs, camps and outings.

At the core of the youth circus programme are ongoing performance opportunities for our members. We stage a variety of productions annually, 
from large-scale theatre or big top shows and outdoor or site-specific performances to smaller in-house shows. These productions are created by 
our members in partnership with Irish and international artists and companies and performed in a variety of contexts.

The programme is centred on young people, and their voices are represented in all aspects of planning and delivery. We do this through 
commitment to participatory methods in facilitation, peer-to-peer learning and ongoing participatory evaluation and monitoring methods. Our Youth 
Forum and Junior Leader Scheme further promote active citizenship.

Programmes are delivered by Irish and international circus artists and educators who are supported by European volunteers hosted through the 
Erasmus+ EVS scheme. We follow a five-year social inclusion strategy which aims to ensure that our youth circus programme is accessible to young 
people from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Pathways in Youth Circus

Strategic Aim: 

Create pathways for young people to 
participate in circus arts at all levels in a way 
that is inclusive, artistically excellent and 
enhances participants’ sense of well-being.

Objectives:

1. Continue to develop and deliver a high-
quality annual youth circus programme 
that fosters artistic vibrancy, diversity 
and readiness skills in young people in a 
sustainable way.

2. Continue to ensure that our work is 
young-person-centred and that the 
voices of young people are represented in 
all aspects of our work.

3. Promote social inclusion by actively 
targeting young people who are 
considered excluded or isolated because 
of their circumstances. Continue 
developing social inclusion measures that 
remove barriers to participation.

4. Provide ongoing high-quality performance 
opportunities for members in large- and 
small-scale productions.

Key Actions 2018-2020:

1.1 Design and implement an annual work plan for each age level with set learning objectives 
and outcomes and a clear methodology to ensure high-quality circus arts participation.

1.2 Evaluate impact on a consistent basis through written and participatory methods. Secure 
funding to conduct a longevity study on the impact of the programme.

1.3 Develop pathways for motivated members, including skill specialisation, masterclasses, 
international exchanges, cross-art-form creative labs, camps and outings.

1.4 Develop curriculum for foundation level and specialisation level programmes.

2.1 Maintain and grow quality participatory and youth-led practices.

2.2 Ensure a mechanism for members’ voices and perspectives to inform decision-making and 
direction, including a Youth Forum and efficient evaluation methods.

2.3 Aim to have at least one current or former youth member on the Board of Directors.

3.1 Research the potential barriers to participation and operate Access Award scheme to 
mitigate them.

3.2 Continue, review and develop the ‘Join In’ social inclusion strategy.

3.3 Build and develop partnerships with various NGOs/community groups to target young 
people who are considered excluded or isolated because of their circumstances.

3.4 Provide training for staff and facilitators in inclusive practices and meeting the needs of 
members of all abilities, including young people with disabilities.

4.1 Provide ongoing age-appropriate performance opportunities for all members, including 
biannual end-of-term performances.

4.2 Stage an annual large-scale show by 12- to 20-year-old members.

4.3 Explore new creative partnerships and cross-art-form collaborations.

4.4 Develop partnerships with festivals and explore opportunities for touring.

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

500

250

0

Weekly members



“Thank you 
for making 
me believe in 
myself.”

 - Galway Community Circus member, aged 13

12



“I learned that I am stronger and 
more capable than I thought I was, 
and I learned to push myself to try 
things I didn’t think I could do.”

    - Galway Community Circus participant, aged 12

13
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Partnerships for Social Circus
Social circus refers to programmes delivered in partnership with schools and community organisations in formal and non-formal education 
settings. They use circus as a tool to work with youth who are marginalized or at social or personal risk. They contribute to the personal and social 
development of the participants by fostering self-esteem, confidence, social skills, citizen development and creativity. 

We deliver social circus programmes in two strands:

1. In formal education in collaborative partnership with schools

2. In the non-formal sector in collaborative partnerships with youth and community organisations

Our social circus programmes are responsive and tailored to the needs of each target group. We work in long-term partnership with Foróige, Youth 
Work Ireland, Down Syndrome Ireland, Galway Autism Partnership and RehabCare. Social circus programmes are usually 6 to 10 weeks long and 
reach children and young people living with a disability or who are from socioeconomically disadvantaged and/or culturally diverse communities.

We offer a curriculum-based 10-week social circus programme for schools which uses circus as an alternative method of education to advance the 
artistic, personal and social development of young people and to encourage teachers and students to look at curriculum-based learning in exciting 
and innovative ways. This programme was the recipient of the Engage and Educate Award from Social Innovation Fund Ireland and Mason Hayes & 
Curran in 2017.

“In our experiences of fostering a partnership approach, bringing together 
the area of circus arts and a youth work organisation, it has proven hugely 
beneficial as a tool in supporting young people in their personal development 
and as an inspiration for them as to what is possible when you persevere and 
work hard at something that interests you.” 
- Eoin Dolan, Project Worker, Eastside Youth Service - Doughiska, Foróige

Strategic Aim:

Develop social circus partnerships which 
bring circus to marginalised young people 
and complement a coherent programming 
ecosystem.

Objectives: 

1. Develop and deliver annual social circus 
programmes that foster creativity, social 
inclusion, physical and mental well-being 
and readiness skills in young people, in 
formal and non-formal education settings.

2. Develop a coherent programming 
ecosystem for GCC based on 
international models for youth and social 
circus to maximise GCC’s potential and 
capacity.

3. Build and develop strong and long-lasting 
partnerships with schools and youth and 
community organisations.

4. Advocate for social circus as a 
pedagogical and intervention tool to work 
with youth who are marginalised or at 
social or personal risk to contribute to 
their personal and social development 
and well-being.

Key Actions 2018-2020:

1.1 Deliver social circus programmes in formal education to promote creativity, social inclusion 
and increased educational opportunities.

1.2 Deliver social circus programmes in collaborative partnerships with youth and community 
organisations to reach children and young people with disabilities or from socioeconomically 
disadvantaged or culturally diverse communities.

1.3 Develop social circus programmes within our ‘Wires Crossed’ project and on the east side 
of Galway City in partnership with Galway City Council, and in County Galway in partnership 
with Galway County Council.

2.1 Increase awareness of the benefits of social circus through involvement in key events and 
networks in local, national and international contexts.

2.2 Further strengthen our social impact measurement systems, by establishing a baseline and 
measuring improved readiness skills.

3.1 Build on existing partnerships with schools, youth and community organisations and funding 
agencies. Develop new partnerships to complement existing ones.

3.2 Include partners actively in the development and delivery of programmes, including shared 
planning, active participation and collaborative evaluations.

4.1 Develop social circus programmes as part of the overall work of GCC, ensuring a balance 
between capacity and growth, considering variables (premises, human resources, timing, 
equipment, transport, finances and programme model).

4.2 Further develop GCC’s social enterprise model and secure funding for social circus 
programmes from diverse sources.
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Art Form Development Through 
International Collaboration
Still a growing sector in Ireland, youth and social circus is a well-developed and recognised art form and practice in Europe and worldwide. Because 
there are no professional circus schools in Ireland, it is vital that we look at international models of excellence to ensure a high quality of practice and 
a pool of competent facilitators for our programmes. 

We have strong partnerships and relationships with key international youth circus networks and organisations across the continent. We are a board 
member of the International Youth and Social Circus Network, Caravan, and involved in several European projects to develop youth and social circus 
locally, nationally and internationally. All our international projects aim to build our capacity and to give opportunities for our members and Irish circus 
practitioners to access these networks and to learn from them.

As much as Galway Community Circus is youth-centred, we are also an artists-centred organisation. In addition to providing employment for circus 
practitioners, we also provide a rich environment for Irish and international artists to grow and develop. We provide a Professional Development 
Programme for circus practitioners, daily training and rehearsal space, production support, artists’ hotdesk, mentoring and access for practitioners 
to an Irish and international network of circus professionals. The Professional Development Programme is delivered mainly through European 
partnerships and Erasmus+ funding, and includes short and long-term courses. With an eye on the future, we are working with NUI Galway and 
other European university and circus school partners to develop third-level accreditation and career pathways for youth and social circus educators*. 

Through Erasmus+ funded strategic partnership we run a Junior Leader Scheme for 15- to 20-year-old members who want to learn and develop 
their leadership skills and competencies in circus pedagogy. We host long-term volunteers from European youth circus schools through the 
Erasmus+ European Voluntary Service and provide two long-term artistic residencies for graduates from the National Circus School of Brazil. All of 
these projects help us bring international best practice and skilled circus artists and students to Galway, contributing to an inspiring and culturally 
diverse learning environment for our members and participants.

Strategic Aim:

Pursue excellence in youth and social circus 
in an Irish context, learning from international 
best practice models.

Objectives:

1. Develop, professionalize, and advocate 
for youth and social circus in Galway 
and Ireland through involvement in key 
international and national networks and 
initiatives.

2. Provide a rich environment for youth and 
social circus practitioners to grow and 
develop.

3. Bring international best practice and 
skilled circus artists and students to 
Galway through long-term residency and 
volunteer schemes.

4. Develop and run peer-to-peer learning 
and Junior Leader programmes.

Key Actions 2018-2020:
1.1 Develop methodologies and share best practice locally, nationally and internationally through 

memberships to the International Youth and Social Circus Network (Caravan), Irish Street 
Arts, Circus and Spectacle Network and Youth Theatre Ireland.

1.2 Place Galway firmly at the forefront of the international sector through board membership to 
Caravan, ensuring rich opportunities for members, practitioners and the Irish sector.

1.3 Work with NUI Galway and other European university and circus school partners to develop 
professional third-level accreditation for the sector through the Erasmus+ funded research 
project Circus+.

1.4 Participate in relevant national and international events and seminars to advocate for youth 
and social circus.

2.1 Provide a professional development programme for circus practitioners including short- and 
long-term courses run in-house and through European partnerships.

2.2 Provide minimum 20 days in-house training and induction annually for all GCC facilitators 
in youth and social circus pedagogy, participatory and inclusive practice, creative methods, 
health and safety and child protection.

2.3 Offer a daily training and rehearsal space and mentoring for GCC facilitators for their 
continuing professional development.

2.4 Give Ireland-based practitioners access to European training for trainers programmes 
through Caravan and Erasmus+.

3.1 Host long-term volunteers from European circus schools through Erasmus+ European 
Voluntary Service.

3.2 Provide two long-term artistic residencies for graduates from the National Circus School of 
Brazil.

3.3 Ensure an inspiring and culturally rich learning environment for our members and participants.

4.1 Run a Junior Leader Scheme for 15- to 20-year-old members to support their leadership 
skills and competencies in circus pedagogy through the Erasmus+ strategic partnership 
project ABCirk.

4.2 Include Junior Leaders as assistant tutors for younger age groups and integrate peer-to-peer 
learning methods into the youth circus programme.

4.3 Actively encourage opportunities for a new generation of home-grown circus tutors.

*Circus+ research (2014–2016, 2018–2021)



“ Since the beginning of my journey as a circus artist, Galway 
Community Circus has been there to support and care for me. . . . 
Since the first day I walked through the doors of this magical place, 
it has supported, guided, cared and inspired me to continue my 
journey as an artist, circus practitioner and teacher. Over these years 
it has offered me invaluable opportunities to travel, study, develop 
and experience social and youth circus all across Europe. From 
European youth projects in Sweden and Czech Republic, social circus 
conferences in Wales, to a 1-year pedagogical training programme in 
Ireland, Finland, Belgium and Paris; GCC has continued to motivate 
and push me to develop as both an artist and teacher.”
- Alex Allison, Maleta Company
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‘Wires Crossed’ - Catalyst for Circus Arts 
Galway Community Circus is representing Ireland on a European and worldwide stage as part of Galway’s designation as European Capital 
of Culture (ECOC) in 2020. Together with our EU partners, we have designed and will produce one of Galway 2020’s nine anchor projects 
‘‘Wires Crossed’– A Balancing Act for Europe’, an international community-based project set to promote physical and mental well-being 
through the art of wire walking, or funambulism.

‘Wires Crossed’ gives us a platform to design, develop and deliver a large-scale, high-visibility, multicultural, collaborative and participatory 
circus project over a period of four years. We will harness this unique opportunity to build audiences, raise our profile – locally, nationally and 
internationally – and develop our expertise, capacity and resources with the intention of leaving a positive legacy beyond 2020 with Galway 
Community Circus a more sustainable organisation.

‘Wires Crossed’ will bring the dynamic art of funambulism to all corners of Europe through partnerships with European youth and social 
circus schools and an extensive outreach, public engagement and professional development programme. This inclusive and important 
project will culminate in a major circus festival in Galway in 2020 where 400 participants of various ages, walks of life, cultures, nationalities 
and abilities will participate in a world record high-wire spectacle over the River Corrib. ‘Wires Crossed’ is a co-production between Galway 
Community Circus (IRL) and partners Ecole de Cirque de Bruxelles (BE), Cabuwazi (DE), Cirkus Cirkor (SE), Zaltimbanq (LU), Mobile Mini 
Circus for Children Afghanistan, Belfast Community Circus School (N.IRL), Cirqueon (CZ) and Scoala de Circ (RO). ‘Wires Crossed’ runs from 
2017–2021 and beyond and is supported by the Erasmus+ programme.

Strategic Aim

Inspire, catalyse and advocate for youth and 
social circus in Ireland through partnership 
with Galway 2020.

Objectives:

1. Inspire and advocate for the potential of 
youth and social circus locally, nationally 
and internationally using the high-visibility 
platform of European Capital of Culture.

2. Build GCC’s capacity through long-term 
partnerships, audience development, 
professional development and investment 
in capital and human infrastructures.

3. Create a legacy for funambulism and 
youth and social circus in Galway, Ireland 
and Europe.

Key Actions 2018-2020:

1.1 Showcase circus as an accessible, engaging and exciting art form.

1.2 Create new inspiring artistic work with European partners for performance and participation.

1.3 Maximise impact for advocacy locally, nationally and internationally through the high-profile 
platform of Galway 2020.

1.4 Promote health and well-being for participants, intercultural dialogue, cultural diversity and 
social inclusion.

2.1 Create and strengthen multi-annual partnerships with European youth and social circus 
schools, European Capital of Culture organisations, European and national funding agencies 
and other stakeholders.

2.2 Develop new and diverse audiences and enrich offerings to existing audiences, including 
youth and social circus, intergenerational audiences and European communities, through an 
extensive outreach and public engagement programme.

2.3 Develop and deliver an extensive professional development programme for artists, educators 
and cultural producers, improving their skills and competencies to meet the needs of ‘Wires 
Crossed’ and other GCC programmes.

2.4 Invest in GCC’s capital infrastructure and set up a funambulism training space: ‘The Irish 
Centre for Funambulism’.

3.1 Support the youth and social circus sector in Galway, Ireland and Europe by developing 
funambulism into a widely used and effective educational method. 

3.2 Work with European partners to establish a strong funambulism community and 
infrastructure for funambulism training in Europe.

3.3 Develop connections with circus organisations and artists around Ireland through ‘Wires 
Crossed’.

3.4 Develop and deliver ‘Wires Crossed’ locally in a way that supports the overall growth and 
needs of GCC, maximising a legacy for GCC.
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“Limits exist only in the 
souls of those who do 
not dream.” 
- Philippe Petit, high-wire walker
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ORGANISATIONAL

CAPACITY

3. PLAN FOR 
DELIVERY

Organisational Capacity   
and Sustainability
Each of our four programme areas forms a vital part of an integrated model – an ecosystem – 
where the different elements are deeply interdependent.

Our Youth Circus programme and membership is at the heart of everything we do. We believe 
we deliver our mission best through long-term participation in youth circus. 

Social Circus allows us to realise more potential and extend our impact by enabling us to 
balance need and demand between factors such as delivering programmes in school or out-of-
school hours, in-house or as outreach, and GCC-led programmes or collaborative partnerships.

Art form development is key to ensuring high-quality practice and a pool of competent circus 
facilitators in Galway both now and in the future. Because the youth and social circus sector is 
still small in Ireland it is necessary for us to learn from international models of excellence to ensure 
our programmes are in keeping with best practice standards.

‘Wires Crossed’ objectives are aligned with the objectives of our youth circus, social circus 
and art form development programmes. ‘Wires Crossed’ and the partnership with Galway 2020 
provides Galway Community Circus with a critical opportunity to expand our audiences, develop 
our offering and raise our profile locally, nationally and internationally. If managed well, ‘Wires 
Crossed’ will help to elucidate what a sustainable organisation and practice model looks like for 
GCC in the future and how best to resource it.

For our small team to maximise the opportunity of ‘Wires Crossed’ at the same time as developing 
our Youth and Social Circus programmes, we recognise we must invest in our organisation’s capacity 
and ongoing development as both are essential to our future success and long-term sustainability. 

A strategic plan has to be grounded in reality to achieve its aims and objectives. Over the life 
of this plan, change will be the one constant for Galway Community Circus. Significant change 
requires significant capacity. In order for us to realise the ambitious aims set out in this document, 
we must invest in Galway Community Circus (GCC) as an organisation – particularly our people, 
financial resources, systems and premises. 

Therefore, our fifth area of focus is organisational capacity and sustainability with the aim 

to invest in GCC’s organisational capacity to support our vision in a 
progressive, sustainable and collaborative way.

To achieve this we will:

1. Nurture Circus Culture and Ethos

2. Prioritise Governance and Leadership 

3. Improve Financial Sustainability

4. Measure and Communicate Impact

5. Foster Partnerships and Networks

6. Develop Premises and Facilities
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ORGANISATIONAL

CAPACITY
Art Form

Development

Social 
Circus

Youth 
Circus

‘Wires 
Crossed’
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1. Nurture Circus Culture and Ethos

Circus is about community, collaboration, 
trusting relationships, resilience and taking 
risks. We believe these qualities and values 
will serve us well as our organisation 
grows and evolves over time. In order for 
Galway Community Circus to be a thriving 
cultural organisation for years to come, 
we are keenly aware we need to protect 
and nurture our distinctive circus culture 
and ensure it is at the heart of all that 
we do. This means actively supporting a 
collaborative culture within our team and 
supporting team members to have the 
capacity to adapt, improvise and respond 
positively to uncertainty. 

Objective:

Keep our distinctive circus culture and community ethos central to growth.

Key actions 2018-2020:

1 Continue to invest in organisational development supports that will help us ensure our 
activities are in harmony with our circus ethos and values.

2 Set up a Circus Forum for members, parents/guardians, artists and volunteers to ground us 
in our community and participatory practice and to input into high-level decision-making.

3 Ensure parents/guardians of youth members are represented on the Board of Directors.
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2. Prioritise Governance and Leadership 

Governance

Galway Community Circus is a company 
limited by guarantee and a registered 
charity governed by a volunteer Board 
of Directors. The seven-member board 
meets eight times per year and has three 
subcommittees: Finance, Events and 
Premises. Specific board members advise 
the staff on HR and Welfare issues. Three of 
the current board members are parents of 
GCC youth members. Galway Community 
Circus became fully compliant with the 
Governance Code in early 2018.

Objective:

Board is actively engaged in strategy to diversify and increase income, 
ensure safe and successful programme outcomes and realise a new 
home for Galway Community Circus.

Key actions 2018-2020:

1 Regularly audit to maintain a diverse and dynamic board with 
skills, capacities, experience and networks in finance, governance, 
arts policy, youth work, education, HR, circus, advocacy, social 
enterprise and local business networks.

2 Appoint a board Chair with the capacity to be a collaborative 
partner to the Executive Creative Director.

3 Set up a new strategy subcommittee with the purpose to support 
strategic decision-making and leadership on an ongoing basis. 
Rationalise other subcommittees to manageable number.

4 Organise an annual strategy and reflection away-day for the board 
to ensure overview of strategic development and agree annual 
implementation plans. 

5 Regularly review the policies and procedures that govern Galway 
Community Circus.

6 Complete a comprehensive risk management plan to analyse 
organisational risks in five key areas – operational, management, 
programme, financial and marketing – and the strategies to prevent 
and address these.Leadership, Team and 

Organisational Structure
Day-to-day management of Galway 
Community Circus is the responsibility of 
the Executive Creative Director together 
with a team of artistic and administrative 
staff and volunteers. The 2018 staff team 
includes the Executive Creative Director (f/t), 
an Administrator (0.8 FTE) and the Head of 
Education (f/t) with two new posts for General 
Manager (f/t) and Producer (f/t) starting in 
September 2018. A team of 20 Irish and 
international circus artists and educators are 
contracted on a part-time or project basis. 
The staff team is supported by and includes 
four European volunteers through Erasmus+, 
a caretaker funded through the TUS Scheme 
and event-based volunteers. Over the life 
of this plan, GCC’s team will expand and 
contract as programme commitments require. 

Typical of the circus world, the GCC team is 
highly multicultural with 10 out of 12 core staff 
members who are non-Irish nationals. Most 
of the staff have a background in circus arts, 
either as performers, teachers or students, 
and most of them have started at GCC as 
volunteers or class participants.

Circus values and competencies are reflected 
in the team. We are creative problem-solvers, 
hard-working, visionary, collaborative, 
adaptive and community-minded. Galway 
Community Circus is becoming a learning 
organisation. We understand that the present 
is never the final destination and learning is a 
core value and central purpose to us as the 
organisation evolves. We recognise the value 
of each individual and their potential, and we 
invest in team members’ development. 

Objective:

Develop an organisational structure and collaborative team culture that 
is adaptable and responsive to changing circumstances and needs.

Key actions 2018-2020:

1 Constantly monitor staffing requirements.

2 Provide continued professional development and staff review on an 
annual basis.

3 Ensure systems are in place so we are not overly dependent on 
any particular staff members and succession plans are developed.

4 Complement staff skills by engaging external consultants when 
necessary.

5 Create a strategy for work force planning for artists/educators to 
ensure a sustainable pool of qualified facilitators available to GCC.

6 Review and develop the model for working with freelance artists in 
order to create sustainable employment, a rich professional learning 
environment and attractive packages that support circus artists to 
make their own work within the context of GCC.

7 Ensure a balanced mix of local, national and international artists/
educators on the team.
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32%

3%

65%

Income Projections 2017-2020

2017 (actual) 2018 2019 2020

Earned income 124,380 127,000 130,000 135,000

Grants 248,290 385,000 512,000 825,000

Fundraising and Donations 10,880 10,000 14,000 16,000

Total 383,550 522,000 656,000 976,000

Grants

Earned income

Fundraising and private donations

Income 2017

Irish public funding

European funding

Participant fees

Guarantees from partners

Box office

Earned other

Fundraising and 
private sponsorship

39%

26%

21%

5.5%

2.5%
3% 3%

3. Improve Financial Sustainability
GCC generates income from a wide range of sources. In 2017 65% of our total income was public funding and 
35% was earned income and fundraising. We receive strategic funding from the Arts Council and Erasmus+ 
and annual funding from Galway City Council. Project-based funding includes Erasmus+, Galway 2020, Pobal, 
Social Innovation Fund Ireland, Galway County Council, the Ireland Funds, the Department of Arts, Heritage, 
Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs, the Health Service Executive, IPB Community Engagement Fund, 
EJC2014 and Galway City and County Childcare Committee.
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2018 Budget Allocation

Expenditure Projections 2017-2020

2017 (actual) 2018 2019 2020

Youth Circus 100,749 120,000 127,000 130,000

Social Circus 32,000 40,000 45,000 50,000

Art Form Development 49,619 85,000 80,000 80,000

‘Wires Crossed’ 90,457 155,000 272,000 580,000

Core 82,603 120,000 130,000 135,000

Total 355,428 520,000 654,000 975,000

The finance subcommittee (incl. 
Administrator, Executive Creative Director, 
Treasurer and Finance Consultant) manages 
GCC’s financial affairs and reports to the 
Board of Directors quarterly. GCC’s accounts 
are audited annually by McDonough 
Hawkins & Co.

Youth Circus

Social Circus

Art Form Development

‘Wires Crossed’

Core

Objective:

Increase core funding and identify a sustainable funding model as we develop.

Key actions 2018-2020:

1 Increase the level of government and local authority investment toward core costs.

2 Invest in clear financial information about programme areas; i.e. become compliant with the 
SORP standard.

3 Develop a funding strategy to shift balance towards greater proportion of core rather than 
project funding and ensure a good balance across income sources.

4 Review how we structure membership fees to ensure a balance between inclusivity and 
increased earned income.

5 Research and develop social enterprise and commercial opportunities.

6 Create a reserve fund and a policy for this.

23%
23%

30% 16%

8%

Thank you to all 
our funders and 

supporters!

Across three years of this plan we project a moderate increase annually to Youth Circus, Social Circus and Art Form Development programme budgets as 
well as in the core costs of the organisation. Investment from Galway 2020 and European funders into ‘Wires Crossed’programme will increase our annual 
budgets significantly.



5. Foster Partnerships and Networks

Our key strategic partners include the Arts 
Council, Galway City and County Councils, 
Galway 2020, NUI Galway, Léargas and St 
Joseph’s Community Centre.

Galway Community Circus is a board 
member of the International Youth and 
Social Circus Network Caravan and, over the 
past six years, has established very strong 
partnerships with many circus organisations 
from across Europe. On a national level our 
core memberships are with Youth Theatre 
Ireland and the Irish Street Arts, Circus and 
Spectacle Network. 

2018–2020 project partners include many 
local, national and international arts and 
community organisations and educational 
institutions, which are essential to the success 
of our programmes.

Objective:

Identify potential collaborative partnerships, particularly locally.

Key actions 2018-2020:

1 Continue to nurture relationships with key stakeholders and invest in long-term strategic 
partnerships at local, national and international levels.

2 Continue cross-sectoral collaborations with the education, youth work, community and 
business sectors.

3 Explore how best to leverage international, national and local partnerships.

4 Seek relevant new partnerships to support our programmes and be open to new ideas and 
innovation.

5 Work on advocacy, PR and communications to keep stakeholders informed and updated on 
achievements and impact.

6 Represent Ireland internationally as a board member of the Caravan Network.
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4. Measure and Communicate Impact
Galway Community Circus has a strong track 
record in assessing and measuring the social 
impact of our programmes. In 2017 and 2018 
GCC was mentored by Social Innovation Fund 
Ireland to develop robust impact measurement 
systems. We monitor and evaluate our impact 
by tracking progress in relation to the strategic 
aims and objectives outlined in this document 
and in annual action plans. 

We evaluate and monitor the success of our 
programmes following an annual monitoring 
and evaluation plan. Programme evaluations 
are gathered through age-appropriate 
methods, mainly using Survey Monkey and 
physical evaluation games, and analysed 
biannually for youth circus and on a project-
by-project basis for other programmes. 
Attendance and audience numbers are 
recorded for each workshop, show and event.

Measures and targets will be adjusted based 
on learning outcomes about programme 
effectiveness and any necessary design 
changes. Measures of success will be 
reviewed each year, using a logic model tool. 
The implementation of future programmes will 
be based on project impacts, organisational 
capacity and resources.

Objective:

Improve capacity to measure and communicate impact as an essential component of our strategy 
to increase and diversify funding sources.

Key actions 2018-2020:

1 Conduct a Social Return on Investment (SROI) evaluation of GCC’s work.

2 Further improve GCC’s social impact measurement systems, ensure data is regularly 
analysed and team are trained to do this.

3 Invest in marketing, branding and communications.

4 Ensure brand is consistent across print, digital and in-person communication channels.

5 Share stories, successes, shortcomings and learning with our audiences, funders, partners, 
and board through GCC communication channels including:

 - Board reports

 - Annual reports

 - Audited accounts

 - Reports to funding bodies and the Charities Regulator
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VISION: A 
CENTRE OF 

EXCELLENCE 
FOR YOUTH 
AND SOCIAL 

CIRCUS

PARTNERSHIPS
• Strategic partnerships with 

local, national and international 
institutions, organisations and 

businesses

• Active international 
partnerships through Caravan 
Network, Erasmus+ & Creative 

Europe

RESIDENCIES
• Daily training & rehearsal 

space for artists

• Residencies for Irish & 
international artists

• International mobility projects 
for young people & emerging 

artists

TRAINING & 
MENTORING

• Professional development for 
circus practitioners

• 3rd level education with NUIG

• Training for trainers, teachers 
& youth workers

• Employment, volunteer & 
junior leadership schemes

PROGRAMMING & 
CURATION
• Youth Circus

• Social Circus

• Art form Development

• ‘Wires Crossed’

FACILITIES
• Large training hall /        
performance space

• Small training hall / studio

• Toilets, changing rooms, showers

• Communal lounge with cafe

• Offices & artists hotdesk space

• Storage facilities

• Kitchen, multi-purpose         
meeting room

AUDIENCE 
DEVELOPMENT

• 800 weekly workshop participants

• 10,000 ticketed audiences for 
shows per year

• Primary audience: children, young 
people & families from diverse 

backgrounds

EDUCATION INNOVATION

SOCIAL IMPACT

CREATIVITY

EMPLOYMENTSOCIAL INCLUSION

COMMUNITY

WELL-BEING

For the past twelve years Galway Community 
Circus has been based in St Joseph’s 
Community Centre in Shantalla, Galway City, 
comprising of a circus hall, three offices and 
storage space in a shared community facility. 
In 2017 GCC was awarded capital funding 
from the Department of Arts, Heritage, 
Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs for the 
development of the current circus hall into a 
performance venue.

GCC has outgrown the existing facility and is 
currently seeking a second venue to cater for 
the needs of ‘Wires Crossed’ and the growth 
of the youth circus programme. Long-term 
we are working with Galway City Council to 
find a permanent home for the Circus School 
– a dedicated space designed to maximise 
the potential of youth and social circus – 
which we aim to realise by 2023.

Objective:

Ensure momentum on securing Galway Community Circus a dedicated and permanent premises.

Key actions 2018-2020:

1 Secure part-time use of a second facility to cater for the needs of ‘Wires Crossed’ and the 
growth of the youth circus programme.

2 Invest in the continuous upgrade of circus equipment and the current facility.

3 Establish a staff position for a Technical/Production Manager.

4 Seek capital investment for a company van.

5 Work with Galway City Council to explore the feasibility of a Children’s Creative Hub at 
Lenaboy Castle as a permanent home.

6 Commission a feasibility study for our own dedicated building/permanent premises. This 
study will include a detailed cost/benefit analysis, fundraising strategy and a business plan for 
the development of the customised facility.

7 Establish a steering group to drive the capital development project forward and identify key 
community, political and civic project champions.

6. Develop Premises and Facilities



Outcomes
We believe that circus can change lives and communities for the better. The achievement of our vision 
– a centre of excellence for youth and social circus in Ireland – is predicated on the following.

Our Long-term Strategic Outcomes & Impact  

We envision and expect that the accomplishment of the activities detailed in this strategic plan and 
our theory of change will lead to the following long-term impact:
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Our Measures of Success:

1. Proven increase in the physical and creative capacity, social responsibility 
and readiness skills of young people 

2. Programmes which are in line with best practice and standards in youth 
art practice, social inclusion, and experiential learning

3. Evidence of growth in social impact, art form development, employment 
and organisational capacity

More young people will...

• believe they can achieve extraordinary things;

• have improved physical and mental health and 
well-being;

• have improved social, personal and life skills;

• become more active citizens;

• be better prepared to succeed in their chosen 
paths as adults.

Society will benefit from...

• an increase in inclusivity, active citizenship and 
social justice;

• more socially inclusive, resilient and sustainable 
communities.

The Irish arts, youth work and education sector 
will benefit from...

• having third-level training for youth and social 
circus educators and a sustainable pool of 
qualified competent facilitators;

• increased employability of circus practitioners;

• youth and social circus becoming a recognised art 
form and educational method in Ireland;

• the GCC youth and social circus model which can 
be employed in other locations in Ireland.

Galway Community Circus will...

• become the Irish Centre of Excellence for 
Youth and Social Circus operating from its own 
dedicated premises.
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“Thank you. Circus has changed 
my life making me much happier. 
I know I am capable of hard work 
and achieving things now.” 

- Galway Community Circus member, aged 14
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Vision
A centre of excellence for youth and social circus in Ireland

Mission
To unlock personal and creative potential and deliver social 
inclusion for young people through circus arts.

YOUTH CIRCUS
Create pathways for young people to 
participate in circus arts at all levels in a way 
that is inclusive, artistically excellent and 
enhances participants’ sense of well-being.

SOCIAL CIRCUS
Develop social circus partnerships which 
bring circus to marginalised young people 
and complement a coherent programming 
eco-system.

ART FORM DEVELOPMENT
Pursue excellence in youth and social circus 
in an Irish context, learning from international 
best practice models.

‘WIRES CROSSED’
Inspire, catalyse and advocate for youth and 
social circus in Ireland through partnership 
with Galway 2020.

Organisational Capacity & Sustainability
Invest in GCC’s organisational capacity to support our vision in a 
progressive, sustainable and collaborative way

• CIRCUS CULTURE AND ETHOS

• GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

• FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

• IMPACT MEASUREMENT & COMMUNICATIONS

• PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORKS

• PREMISES AND FACILITIES

Strategy Map
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS

NETWORKS AND MEMBERSHIPS

PROGRAMME FUNDERS
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Comhairle Cathrach na Gaillimhe
Galway City Council
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